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Ministry of Health - COVID-19 - Update

Ministry of Health revised COVID-19 risk categories for TRNC

Ministry of Health revised the COVID-19 risk
categories of the countries for entering the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC).

According to the statement made by the Ministry of
Health the new country categories are as follows:

Source : TRNC Public Information Office
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BRS News of Health and Travel 4th August 2020

The British Residents' Society
published their August newsletter
on 4th August 2020 and we are
sharing an extract with the latest
information provided through their
ongoing liaison with the TRNC
authorities about the Coronavirus
and Travel Regulations which we
are sharing for other readers who
are seeking the latest facts and
information.

AUGUST 2020

GREEN LINE CROSSINGS

Now only TC citizens and other
authorised persons can travel to
and from the Republic of Cyprus.
Once this changes you will be
notified.

Our advice is that until further
notice if you are booked onto a
flight to the UK from either
Larnaca or Paphos OR planning to
fly to either airport with the
intention of travelling onward to
the TRNC speak to your airline
and explain you are being refused
access to your destination.
Hopefully, you will be able to
reschedule the flights or obtain an
‘open ticket’ or refund, as for the
time being your ONLY route to the
TRNC is via Ercan.

When this changes we will inform
you.

PCR TESTING

The Ministry of Health said in a
statement that those people who
want to have a PCR test will need
to go to Lefkosa (Dr. Burhan
Nalbantoğlu) State Hospital and
should apply and pay at the
Outpatient Diagnosis Centre.

Tests can be completed during the
day or the next day, they advised
that those with Negative Results
should carry the receipt for the TL
300 payment with the PCR test
result.

Tests can also be undertaken at the
Near East hospitals at a cost of
200tl, those participating hospitals
can be found on the link shown
below.

HEALTH AND WELFARE

On Friday 17th July, the first
National photographic exhibition
was held by the Medi Foundation
on the theme of addiction. The
event was held at the ancient
Bedestan in Nicosia and was
attended by the Minister of Health
and Culture, Mr Nazim Cavusoglu
and Hasan Karaokco, of the
Ministry Drug enforcement
Commission.

Medi Foundation is an Association
for Combating Addiction and is a

volunteer movement in Northern
Cyprus, aiming to raise awareness
about all kinds of harmful
addictions that reduce the quality
of human life and to develop
solutions specific to their species
by researching the negative effects
of these addictions on both
individuals and society.

Help Line:

Medi Foundation is using a TRNC
Government dedicated centre
where advice and support services
relating to smoking, alcohol,
material, gaming, and technology
addiction are directly provided.

** If you suspect your child,
friend, neighbour, student or any of
your relatives are having trouble
with addiction and do not know
what to do.

** If you want to get information
about addiction.

** If you are using material and
want to get help without any legal
problems.

** If you are an alcohol / material
user and want to quit,

** If you want to know about the
legal situation and treatment
opportunities in our country,

** If you stop drinking alcohol /
material use but still have the
desire to use material and are
finding it difficult to deal with it.

You can call 1191 - the addiction,
consultation, and support help line
24/7.

This service is in the strictest
confidence (English speaking
support).

Editor's note:
For those readers wishing to learn
more of the British Residents'
Society and registration as a
member please use the link below :

http://www.brstrnc.com/

https://neareasthospital.com/

http://www.brstrnc.com/
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Greek Cypriot military exercises violates our territorial waters
Özersay: “Greek Cypriot side are
doing military exercises that violate
our territorial waters, this exercise
is a provocative military move”

In his written statement, Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of
Foreign Affairs Kudret Özersay
said: “We observe that the Greek
Cypriot side are attempting to do
some new provocative exercises
following the 187 new military
position moves.

While the preparations for
celebrating the 56th anniversary of
the Erenköy resistance are
continuing, it has been determined
that the seriously increasing
provocations of the Greek Cypriot
leadership recently has added a new
one to its threatening actions.

We have learned that the Greek
Cypriot side are attempting to

conduct a naval exercise off
Erenköy, which is the territory of
the TRNC, on the 9th of August
2020, during which cannon shots
would be made which is a direct
violation of our territorial waters.

We have made the necessary
initiatives in the presence of the UN
to cancel this provocative act of the
Greek Cypriot leadership. Özersay
mentioned that the Turkish Cypriot
side are closely following the
developments regarding this
provocative activity for violations
of our territorial waters in
consultation with our military
institutions adding that this exercise
is a provocative military move. If
the Greek Cypriot side does not
stop increasing the tension, we will
take measures.

We have learned that the Greek
Cypriot side are attempting to

conduct a naval exercise off
Erenköy, which is the territory of
the TRNC, on the 9th of August
2020, during which cannon shots
would be made which is a direct
violation of our territorial waters.

We have made the necessary
initiatives in the presence of the UN
to cancel this provocative act of the
Greek Cypriot leadership. Özersay
mentioned that the Turkish Cypriot
side are closely following the

developments regarding this
provocative activity for violations
of our territorial waters in
consultation with our military
institutions adding that this exercise
is a provocative military move. If
the Greek Cypriot side does not
stop increasing the tension, we will
take measures.

Source : TRNC Public
Information Office

Caravan in the public area of Karakum has been removed
A caravan and tent which was
discovered in the Karakum area,
within the boundaries of Girne
Municipality, on Thursday 6th
August 2020, was removed by the
Girne Municipality (Zabıta) police
teams during the early morning of
today, 7th August.

Municipal officials making a
statement on the subject said "The
caravan was fixed in position by
pouring concrete in a public area in
the Karakum region and was
removed from the area by our
police teams and legal action has
been taken against the caravan
owner".

The authorities have clearly stated
that this or similar unauthorised
developments will not be allowed
in our region.

Source (Turkish) : Girne Municipality
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Prime Minister Tatar travelled to Ankara
Prime Minister Ersin Tatar
travelled to Ankara 4th August
2020, for a day’s working visit
upon the invitation of Turkey’s
Vice President Fuat Oktay.

According to information provided
by the Prime Ministry, the
applications of Turkey-TRNC
Economic and Financial
Cooperation Agreement will be

reviewed in the light of
COVID- 19; and also how the
TRNC will fight against COVID-
19, and the initiative process and
Turkey's contribution to this
process will be evaluated at the
meeting.

Source :
TRNC Public Information Office

Prime Minister Tatar who had been
attending meetings in Ankara met
with Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan in İstanbul on 5th
August.

Tatar who met with Turkish Vice
President Fuat Oktay and Foreign
Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu in
Ankara on 4th August and
travelled to İstanbul from Ankara

on 5th August, and met with
Turkish President Erdoğan at
15.00.

Tatar returned to the TRNC after
his meeting with Erdoğan.

Source :
TRNC Public Information Office

Prime Minister Tatar met with Turkish President Erdoğan

Condolence messages to Beirut, Lebanon
Prime Minister Ersin Tatar
expressed his condolences to the
Lebanese people in respect of the
explosion in Beirut.

In his condolence message, Tatar
said, “We were deeply upset that
many people died and thousands
were injured as a result of the big
explosion in Beirut Port in
Lebanon yesterday (4th August). I

would like to express my
condolences to the Lebanese
people on behalf of myself and my
government and God's mercy on
those who died, and speedy
recovery to those who were
injured."

Source :
TRNC Public Information Office

TRNC Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay issued a sympathy
message after a huge explosion in
Beirut.

Özersay said ‘We wish Allah's
mercy upon the victims of the blast

and quick recovery for the injured.
I hope there won't be any more
losses and Lebanon eases her pain
as soon as possible’.

Source :
TRNC Public Information Office
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Bayram has seen a change in tourism movements in the TRNC

Minister Evren pointed out that
the Covid-19 pandemic, which has
affected the world, has changed
tourism organisations, and stated
that the country should be
prepared for this change, and that
studies have been initiated in this
direction by the Ministry.

Stating that the tourist mobility
and tourism policies in the world
have changed, “We have to
organise the negativity especially
in the tourism sector due to the
pandemic according to the
pandemic conditions and health
criteria. For this, we shape our
tourism policies with our relevant
sectors according to the changing
tourism mobility, by analysing the
changing understanding of
tourism and tourist mobility in the
world and in our country due to
the pandemic. "We have seen the
change in tourism movement
more clearly with the Eid al-Adha
holiday," he said.

Tourism and Environment
Minister Kutlu Evren said in his
statement that he evaluated the
tourism movements during the 4-
day Eid al-Adha, while the
occupancy rates of 5-star hotels in
the TRNC were around 30 percent
during the feast, while the small-
scale accommodation facilities in
the countryside increased to 100
percent during the pandemic
period. He stated that it is an
important indicator that
accommodation preferences have
changed.

"The focus of domestic tourism
has been small-scale hotels"

Tourism and Environment
Minister Kutlu Evren stated that a
controlled normalisation process
has been initiated to prevent the

spread of the new type of
coronavirus, the number of flights
in air transport has been gradually
increased to 11 flights per day
during the Eid al-Adha holiday.

Minister Evren stated that during
the Eid al-Adha, approximately
5,000 tourists came to the TRNC
by air, and that this figure was
around 180,000 before the Covid-
19 pandemic, when domestic
tourism became active during the
Bayram.

Minister Evren stated that
approximately 6,000 TRNC
citizens had a holiday in the
country during the 4-day Eid al-
Adha, and stated that the preferred
regions for the holiday were
small-scale hotels in the İskele-
Karpaz region. Tourism and
Environment Ministry, stated that
according to data collected by the
Tourism Planning Department
during the Eid al-Adha holiday,
Iskele in the Karpaz controlled the
process of normalisation for
hotels. Reminding of the
prediction that during the Covid-
19 pandemic process
accommodation preferences
would mostly change from city

centres to rural areas, he stated
that according to the World
Tourism Organisation and Turkey
Travel Agents Association there
would be a turn from urban
centres to rural areas where 100%
occupancy would be achieved,
and that the accommodation
preferences in our country are for
smaller scale tourism enterprises
such as small hotels and
bed/breakfast guest houses,
indicating that they are in parallel
with the accommodation
preferences in the world.

Our hotels are at the point where
they apply hygiene rules with
precision.

Tourism and Environment
Minister Kutlu Evren made
evaluations about tourism
accommodation facilities in the
TRNC in his statement with
regard to the impact of the Covid-
19 pandemic on tourism mobility.
He underlined that it should be
understood that the double PCR
test criteria applied to the country
is not only for the protection of
the health of the citizens of the
country, but also for the protection
of those who will visit the TRNC

in terms of health, and emphasised
that the same sensitivity should be
shown by the tourism
accommodation facilities in the
country in order to allow both the
guests coming to the country and
the citizens of the country to have
a safe holiday.

"The most effective method in
combating the Covid-19 pandemic
is hygiene, social distance and the
use of masks, as the World Health
Organization states at every
opportunity. At this point, it is
gratifying that the management
and staff of our tourism
accommodation facilities in our
country show sensitivity to these
important measures.

Saying that the most obvious
indication of this is that there was
no serious contamination in our
hotels, Minister Evren underlined
that both foreign and national
citizens can choose the hotels in
our country with peace of mind.

Source (Turkish) : Ministry of
Tourism and Environment
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The internet : I cannot manage my passwords
I have written all my email
addresses, the usernames,
passwords in my diary. I keep this
diary at my workplace.

Everything seemed normal until
now. But the situation differs as I
have learned by heart some of
these passwords since I use them
almost daily.

The problem starts when I am
stuck at someplace, or make some
mistake somewhere, and my
password is rejected. In that case, I
consult my diary to enter the
correct account. But in such
situations, Facebook or another
site recommends changing the
password or making it stronger,
which I do and I amend my diary
accordingly.

I keep two diaries. One at home
and another at my workplace.
Frequently it happens that I fail to
update both the diaries at the same
time. Thus at times one of my
diaries carries the correct
password and the other one the
wrong one. That makes the
situation really terrible. One more
sign in with a wrong password led
to a confirmation code sent to the
linked email address. The situation
worsens when I end up messing
with the password of the relevant
email account.

So, it is a long chain of changed
passwords that I find myself
dealing with all the time. At times
I realise that the password in one
of my diaries is the old one, which
I had changed, but forgot to
amend.

I remember, more than ten years
ago, when I created my Hotmail
account, my date, month, and year
of my birth was my password.

Page 07

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

There cannot be two views that the
present world is run by internet. In
most parts of the world, it is
almost impossible to carry on
daily lives without the internet.
Unfortunately, there are millions
of people in the same world, who
do not even have anything to eat,
and die of hunger. Of course they
do not need internet or any such
facility that we have in our lives
today.

But today I am not writing about
those hungry people. Today my
topic is how much the present
world, run by the internet, has
made me confused, disturbed and
frequently lost.

Over a period of time, I have
ended up with accounts in Yahoo,
Hotmail, and Gmail. During this
time I had opened three Facebook
pages, two of which were closed
for some reason, which I still do
not know. I had had to sign up for
more than one account in Yahoo,
Gmail, and Hotmail, every time
when I created a new Facebook
page.

I have more than one email
account not just for my Facebook
pages only. My wife also had lost
her Facebook page and tried to
create another one. She could not
create another one so I was
supposed to sign up another email
account.

Not only just that. I have one
personal bank account, for which I
have one password.

At my workplace, I have to take
care of a number of accounts. Of
course, they all have user names,
passwords etc etc.

As time passed by and I started
having more and more accounts, I
tried to maintain the same
password for all of the accounts,
just to make my life easy. But it
was just an unfruitful thought of
me. Frequently I was asked to
change or make the password
stronger.

Now after so many years, I find
that it is only my first Hotmail
account, that I had opened more
than ten years ago, which has the
same password. Now I do not have
the same password for any of the
other accounts.

Right now, the situation is very
complicated, since I no more trust
my two diaries. Of course, some
passwords written in one diary are
correct and others are wrong. But
which one is correct? I am not
fully sure. So right now I have
decided to throw away both of the
diaries and start a new diary
afresh.

I have decided to reduce my email
accounts to the minimum. I do not
want to be lost in passwords.

Will I succeed in this?

Photo by Ketut Subiyanto on
Pexels.com
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KAR - News Update

ANIMAL WELFARE

KAR AGM
Kyrenia Animal Rescue held their Annual General Meeting on 22nd July.
Thirteen members attended. Margaret Ray gave a full and comprehensive
report on KAR's activities through 2019. She said that they were extremely
thankful that 2019 was a much happier year than the previous year when we
lost so many of our beautiful dogs to distemper. Forever homes were found
for 48 dogs/puppies and 37 cats/kittens, 16 of those dogs were found homes
overseas in Germany, Dubai, UK and Canada. 815 cats and 60 dogs were
neutered during the year which resulted in the totals since records began in
2002 of 10,962 cats and 3,815 dogs which was a great achievement and
without doubt is having a massive impact in our fight against reducing the
numbers of unwanted animals on the streets.

Over 1800 visitors came to the rescue centre during the year, this was helped
by winning the Trip Advisor Certificate of Excellence and being voted
number one in '34 things to do in Kyrenia'. We are very proud of our Rescue
Centre and thank all our visitors who brought donations, put photos on social
media and who have given us kind words of support.

Our Education Team have given a full report which can be seen on our
Website and our Pet Travel department record another busy year for
incoming and outgoing pets.

Our three Charity Shops, events throughout the year, sponsorship etc. have
all helped immensely with funding.

We are the only private run shelter in the TRNC and are very proud of what
we have achieved. It is always a struggle to maintain the high standard that
we want for the animals in our care. We could not get there without the
fantastic help and backing from my fellow Committee Members, our
wonderful team at the centre, our great volunteers and our friends and
supporters at home and overseas.

August 1st was Universal Animal
Shelter Birthday - a special day for
all dogs and cats in shelters whose
actual Birthday may not be known.

Why not help our "mutt-i-grees"
celebrate by going up to walk the
dogs on their birthday (the center is
open from 9am – 1pm) or by donating
some cat/dog food either up at the
Center, at our Karakum office or in
one of our Supermarket Food boxes.

You could also sponsor any of them
for just £10 per month, or even home
one of them and give them a new
birthday date!

If you are an animal lover you will enjoy all these fab hand
made pieces made for Kyrenia animal Rescue charity by
Corinne. Please come and support this worthy cause. There
will be a stand at our next evening market at The Potting
Shed on Friday 14th of August.

We give our eternal thanks to you all. We will continue, with
your help.

The Financial Report on the 2019 Audited Accounts was
presented by the Treasurer Marian Clay.

Committee members elected for 2020/21 were Margaret Ray,
Gwen Cassell, Denise Aksoy, Marion Clay, Dilys Guthrie and
co-opt members Jacky Kester and Senem Burkuoglu.

Happy Birthday shelter cats and
dogs everywhere.
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We are always happy to see visitors - the Rescue Centre is
open every day between 9am and 1pm.

If you would like to walk dogs then please come early, there's
no dog walking after 10am as it's far too hot - both for you
and the dogs!! Or you can take them for a run around in our
lovely shaded dog exercise area - here's centre supervisor
Elaine nimbly navigating the play area.

Don’t forget if it’s too hot to walk the dogs at the centre, you
could always have a run around the new exercise area..... just
like Elaine!!

IPAD DONATION
We are very grateful to have recently received a very kind donation
of an Apple Ipad in a checked case as seen below. Unfortunately the
Ipad is "locked" so we are unable to sell this at the moment. If you
recognise it please could you get in touch with the KAR office (e-
mail kartrnc@gmail.com, phone/WhatsApp 05338694098) so we
can arrange for it to be "unlocked". Thank you.

Hello! Let me introduce myself. My name is Honey and they tell
me I'm one of KAR's Golden Oldies. I arrived at the centre in 2011
and live there happily with all my other doggie friends. Many of my
friends have moved on to their furever homes and I would love
someone to take me home too please. If that's not possible I would
be ever so grateful if someone could find it in their hearts to sponsor
me so I can live out my days at the centre knowing somebody cares
about me.

If you have room for Honey in your life please contact the KAR
office on kartrnc@gmail.com Thank you.
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Visit of Vatan Lions Club to Girne Municipality
Girne Vatan Lions Club President
Mukaddes Turan, Vice President
Nurtaç Ayet and Vatan Lions Club
members met Girne Mayor Nidai
Güngördü.

In the information given from
Girne Municipality; In the meeting
held, Vatan Lions Club asked for a
place to create a green area in the
region from the Girne Mayor and
some decisions were taken during

the meeting regarding measures
and preparation of warnings
regarding children and young
people.

Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü said
in his speech that Girne
Municipality always supports non-
governmental organisations. He
pointed out that children should be
kept away from dangers in the
virtual environment and that non-

governmental organisations should
take precautions in this regard.
Güngördü said that they will offer
their best opportunities on the
green space request and said that
they will act together on this issue.

Source (Turkish) :
Girne Municipality

New registrations have started for
the culture and art workshop
courses organised by the
Municipality of Girne for adults
and children in Girne Municipality
Cultural Center. The courses
which will start in September
include - patterns and ceramics,
children's art education, theater
studies, instrument lessons,
children's choir, and folk dance,
adult photography, Turkish art
music choir, walking club and
theater.

You can call 650 0100 - Extension
1111 - 1113 for detailed
information and registration
regarding the art courses which
will be carried out within the
framework of COVID-19
measures.

Mayor of Girne Nidai Güngördü
stated that those who receive art
education live in peace and love.
Güngördü stated that he believes
that this human-oriented approach
and way of life will improve the
culture of social enlightenment
and that people in such societies
want art to be a way of life.
Güngördü stated that they would
like to bring children, young
people and adults together through
cultural and artistic works.

All courses will be held in the
Girne Municipality Cultural
Center.

Source (Turkish) :
Girne Municipality

Girne Culture and Art Courses registrations have started
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Visit of GAU delegation to Girne Municipality Mayor Güngördü
Girne American University (GAU)
Coordinator of YÖK-YÖDAK
Özkan Mertekçi, Head of Press
and Broadcasting Asst. Assoc. Dr.
Muharrem Özdemir and TRNC
Promotion and Marketing
Coordinator Mehtap Karabulut
made a courtesy visit to Girne
Mayor Nidai Güngördü.

Mayor of Girne Nidai Güngördü
stated that Girne American
University is very important for
them and that it is a university that
is identified with the city, and he is
pleased with his meeting about the

joint studies and collaborations
between Girne Municipality and
GAU.

During the meeting, in which the
COVID-19 Pandemic process was
evaluated in the work put forward
for the students in cooperation
with Girne Municipality and
GAU, ideas were exchanged about
the joint studies that can be
carried out in the concept of a
"Student Friendly Island".

Source (Turkish)
Girne Municipality

Donations from customers of Village Bistro Bar, Turtle Bay
We have a steady stream of
requests from readers for the
publication of local news and
reviews they are submitting and, in
this latest one, we have news of a
fundraising event for a young lad
in the Esentepe area.

Readers Mail ....
from Charlie Bell ....

Hello Chris,

Can you please help me by
publishing thanks to everyone who
comes along and attends The
Village Bistro Bar, Esentepe where
we have Bingo every Tuesday and
the Bistro Quiz on a Sunday night.

Both these evenings are
fundraising events and are for
eight year old Muhamed Sungar.

I am delighted to announce that I
made a presentation on behalf of
the patrons who frequent our
Village Bistro Bar in Turtle Bay,
Esentepe and was delighted to
hand over 1,920TL on their behalf.

His mother was overwhelmed with
the continued support and can't
thank our Bingo and Quiz players
enough for their kindness and
generosity.

Yours sincerely

Charlie Bell

Editor's Note :

Well done to the bingo and quiz
players at the Village Bistro Bar
for helping others in need.
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POETS CORNER

Poets Corner

Poem by Nick Vye - Sanctuary

SACROSANCT
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Why travel unless it’s totally unavoidable?
By Roger Bara...

The recent news that thousands of
people holidaying in Spain will
suddenly now have to isolate for
14 days on their return to the UK
has got me wondering why
anyone, unless they really, really
had no choice, would want to
travel at all, anywhere. Especially
with so many places around the
world either experiencing a surge
of new COVID-19 cases, or
expecting a second wave of some
sort.

Yes, I understand that people are
very fed up, probably very hard
up, and feel very hard done by
with what they have had to
experience over the last few
months. So why not a break to get
away from it all, what’s the harm
in that? A question for every
single individual to consider so
here’s my penny's worth.

We too can feel somewhat hard
done by, along with everyone else.
Our granddaughter has just
graduated with high honours at the
Eastern Mediterranean University
in Famagusta, along with being
best student in her year. Both our
sons and their families were due
over in June to share this once-in-
a-lifetime celebration. All
cancelled, of course.

Last month, Mrs B and I were due
to attend a wedding up north, and
in September, a family get-
together in Malta. Both cancelled,
though the point is we decided
against those trips long before the
flights were withdrawn by the
airline.

Just to show how quickly things
can change anywhere, news is
emerging as I write this that more
than two thirds of a group of 94
migrants rescued in the

Mediterranean by the Maltese
coastguard have tested positive for
coronavirus.

My yearly trip to Jersey to present
the annual Jersey Sports
Association for the Disabled
awards, as a patron, in November
is also off, though interestingly, I
have been asked to present the
awards remotely. That’ll be a first!
Our intended visit to see family in
Copenhagen for Christmas and
New Year is hanging in the
balance by a super-fine polyester
thread that is almost invisible.

OK, one reason for the reticence to
travel is, well let’s be blunt, that
I’m an old git, and whilst I
wouldn’t (dare) put Mrs B in that
category, she will admit to being
somewhat past a spring chicken.
Sadly, her plethora of auto-

immune issues also makes her a
perfect example of how being
infected with COVID-19 would
almost certainly book her an early
appointment with Mr. G. Reaper.
So our attitude is very much safety
first – not just for us both, but in the
event we could pass on the virus.
It’s just a no-go, and we’re happy
with our decisions.

It also begs the question whether
those of much more tender years
feel somewhat different to us old
fogeys. Of course they do, so would

we, I’m sure if the positions were
reversed. But could it be that some
youngsters already feel invincible?
They’re young, they haven’t got it
so far, (are they sure?), and anyway,
even if they do get it, their bodies
will cope, so nothing to worry about
there. And, be honest, when they
get to their destination, are they all
really going to socially-distance and
not join any crowds, and wear a
mask at all times?

I get many messages from people
asking me when I think it will be a
good time for them to come back on
holiday to North Cyprus. My
message is simple. Not this year.
Just don’t bother. It’s not worth the
hassle and risk. Our borders are also
open and guess what, we now have
an increasing amount of positive
cases. What a surprise. Added to
that, the Greek Cypriots, as we are

all aware, are making unilateral
decisions whether to allow non-
Cypriots across the border. So you
could land in Larnaca or Paphos,
and not be allowed into the North,
or, after your stay, you could be
travelling back to the Greek side
for your flight home, and not be
allowed out of the north.

Many travel websites I have
looked at suggest to potential
holiday-makers that they ask
themselves first whether the virus
is spreading where they live, and

whether the virus is spreading
where they want to go. But the
answer is no way that straight-
forward.
Because, let’s face it, nobody
knows.

You could easily leave the shores
of the UK during a time when
positive cases are stable. You
could fly onward to a country, like
the TRNC, that also seems
reasonably safe, or vica-versa.
Within a few days, the situation
could have changed for the worse
in both places. You’re then stuck
with, at minimum, compulsory
quarantine on your return, or,
much worse, come home with
something you really, really don’t
want to have.

Crowded beach - courtesy of
BBC News
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Thanks to TRNC fund raisers from Kibera slum, Nairobi, Kenya

We receive lots of very interesting
news and reviews from people in
the Northern Cyprus communities
and the following is a report of a
great fundraising event with a
video of thanks from the recipients
in Africa.

Readers Mail...
From Oya Kutsal....

We, the Kyrenia Evkaf Volunteers
for Good. (Kyrenia Evkaf İyilik
Gönüllüleri) made charity sales at
the Wednesday Market and
donated to the Mary Rice
Disability Centre and Gift a
Dream Foundation.

This is the message of thanks we
received from Kibera slum,

LOCAL NEWS

Nairobi, Kenya together with
people they are also thanking.

Tuğçehan Ören
Ali Fahri
Meliz Özkıraç
Fatma Erdoğan
Ayşe Soyer Ören
Seçil Yıldırım
Nurçin İncirli
Derinsu Dağ
Serif Kaleci
Irada Fahri
Enes Imrali

See Facebook link shown below :

https://www.facebook.com/GiftADreamFoundation/videos/681192602473073

https://www.facebook.com/GiftADreamFoundation/videos/681192602473073
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Jazz Night under the Stars at The Soulist, Alsancak
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By Dominique Prud`homme ....

"A Jazz Night Under The Stars :
Pulse Beat Combo at the Soulist"

My father once said to me: "When
you close your eyes, what happens
in your mind? "I hear Music,
Dad". Let's stay humble.
Yesterday was not "The Village
Vanguard" in NYC, or "Le Duc
des Lombards" in Paris, or
"Ronnie Scott" in London. We are
at "The Soulist" in North Cyprus,
and the band is playing.

I was told the trumpet had a kind
of Chet Baker's sound, but that
was not my opinion, I was hearing
Freddie Hubbard or Clifford
Brown instead, on "Stella by
Starlight" or "Yesterdays".
Vladimir Kowalski on the trumpet.
As for the Drummer (Arda
Baykurt), for a long time, I always
said "He's really a Jazz Drummer".
He proved me right last night, with
his accomplice on bass Çığır
Kazımoğlu Then I closed my eyes
again and concentrated on the
Keyboards (Ersen Sururi). I heard
Miles Davis saying with his
raucous voice "who's that
motherf****r?" I want him on my
next record (He was talking about
Herbie Hancock, who went on
stage in the second set with a
splendid rendition of "Cantaloupe
Island"). The real surprise for me
was when we had a trombonist
joining the band (Can Öztürk). At
that moment it was like J.J.
Johnson playing with Dizzy
Gillespie. Pure Beauty and Perfect
Harmony.

My wife said to me "Will those
people shut their mouth and listen
to music?". "Well, you know, in
London, Paris or New York, you
hear the forks and the knives in the
Live Records, That's what a Jazz

Club is, My Love". Only in Japan,
they keep quiet. All in all, that night
will stay as a cherished memory for
me, thanks to my dear friend
Roland Eyerich.

Band Members: Trumpet: Vladimir
Kowalski Piano: Ersen Sururi Bass:
Çığır Kazımoğlu Drums: Arda
Baykurt.

Resumé: An unforgettable Jazz
Night at the Soulist Coffee and
Music House with high Quality of
JAZZ. The next Wednesdays:

12th of August - Hot Club of
Cyprus
19th of August - Lady M Jazz
Quartet
26th of August - Kadir Evre Jazz
Quintet

Go to the “Soulist” Website:
www.thesoulistcafe.com

Photos :

right - top to bottom :
Vladimir Kowalski, Çığır
Kazımoğlu, Ersen Sururi

Cigir Kazimoglu and Ersen
Sururi

Arda Baykurt and Vladimir
Kowalski

left - top : Çığır Kazımoğlu
bottom : Vladimir Kowalski

www.thesoulistcafe.com
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Fundraising event for Green Hill Cemetery
Intro by Margaret Sheard ....

We did as much promotion as we
could on CyprusScene for this
wonderful fundraising event and
were pleased to be able to go to
Happy Garden on 2nd August to
support the fundraising for the
care and maintenance of Green
Hill Cemetery.

It was an extremely well organised
and successful event and thanks
must be given to Kate Davies and
James Smile for the work they did
to make it happen. Also thanks to
all who were involved in the
organisation and to the artists who
performed free of charge for this
fundraiser. We asked Kate if she
would like to write something
about the event and this is what
she had to say :

Readers mail ...
From Kate Davies ...

When Bahrain John died nearly 2
years ago, James was in charge of
the funeral arrangements. He had
very little knowledge as to which
offices he should take papers to in
order to allow release of the body
etc and the burial committee held
his hand throughout the entire
process. He told me that he felt
very supported by their care, both
emotionally and practically.

A few weeks back we were up at
Green Hill Cemetery and James
and I were both so impressed by
the cleanliness and care of the area
that we decided it was time for
James to act upon his previous
pledge and put together a Green
Hill Fundraiser.

This fundraiser took place on 2nd
August at the lovely Happy
Garden in Ozankoy village. Erbay
(Elvis), the owner was more than
happy to let us use his venue.

LOCAL NEWS

The event kicked off with a short
burst of bingo organised by Patti
and David Miller, we opted for 1
line and house, prizes were a bottle
of pink gin for the line and a case
of bubbly for the house. It was
important to keep it short so that
we could move on to the main
event of music.

Chrissy Bailey was first on stage
with her 45 minute set, her
beautiful country tone set the
mood as the heat of the day slowly
started to disappear. Following
Chrissy came The 5 O'clock
Shadows (Andrew Cloughly and
Grant). They actually came on
around ten past five so they
weren't too late! Andrew and
Grant are highly accomplished
guitarists and soon had everyone
tapping their feet along to the
music. The icing on the cake
though was Nessun Dorma, the
crowd erupted. What a fabulous
piece of music.

After the first two acts came the
raffle and auction. Patti and David
worked so hard to sell the tickets
and it certainly paid off. My task
was to source the prizes. Many
local businesses were more than
happy to give to us in the belief that
we should all pull together during
such a dire economic time. A large

number of restaurants contributed
including Balti House and
Moonshine in Esentepe. All
businesses are named below. We
held an auction due to the
generous prizes received from
Erdener Garage, Stone Cavern,
Happy Garden, and Chicago Hair
Club.

Contributors shown below

continued on next page ...

Patti and David Miller

above :
left - Chrissy Bailey

right - The 5 o-clock Shadows
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continued ... Fundraising event for Green Hill Cemetery
Once the formalities were over it
was back to the music, first to get
the crowd going was Andy Reay
with his usual upbeat mix of
music, it wasn't long before the
dance floor was full. The dance
floor remained full as The Chosen
(James Smile and Lenie) took to
the stage with a variety of music,
from T Rex to Whitney Houston to
Disco.

As the night drew to a close we
were happy to learn that our efforts
had raised around 9000TL, this
was presented to Biddy and Steve
who both work incredibly hard up
at the cemetery. They actually
called James the next morning to
give us a special thank you and to
confirm the grand total of
9,240TL. All proceeds went
directly to Green Hill.

We would like to thank everyone
that contributed to the event and a
special thank you to Erbay and his
staff for the venue and also
keeping everyone fed and watered
as well as the musicians who gave
their time freely.

Photos courtesy of Kate Davies
and Chris Elliott.

Andy's Mum, Susan Morrison, won
the Pink Gin

Andy Reay

The Chosen - James Smile and Lenie
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Big Music Quiz at the Balti House, Esentepe
Readers mail....
Susie L Ford....

We held our Big Music Quiz at
the Balti House, Esentepe on
Monday 3rd August 2020.

The August Big Music Quiz
consisted of the following rounds ,
1950s, Michael Jackson, Food and
Drink, Backwards Round, Name
that Tune, The Big 30 and the
Table Top !!!

The results were:

1st Betcha By Golly Wow

2nd The 4 Tops

3rd Tyke That / Charlies Mob

4th Dunne and Dusted

The Famous Lemon went to
Andy and Gray!

Thank you to all who joined us
and thank you to Mahmood and
the Balti Team for their great help
and service!

The next Big Music Quiz will be
held in September and dates will
be announced as soon as possible.

Susie n Martin xxxx
The Quiz Masters
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North Cyprus Trevor’s Tips for August 2020

By Trevor Hughes ....

Commercial Grade Vehicles

The Law has changed regarding
the purchase of commercial
graded vehicles in the TRNC.

Only people from Turkey or a
TRNC citizen can make the
purchase of a new vehicle to this
country.

However, after one month when
the owner of the vehicle, being
Turkish or a TRNC citizen, can
then sell the same vehicle to any
other nationality without penalty.

Payment of Temporary
Residence Emergency Health

To make payment for emergency
health, when applying for
temporary residence you need to
enter the same site as you did
when applying for an appointment
with the Police Immigration
Department.

Payment is made via a credit/debit
card. You can only apply for 1
year now, not two! You will then
need to make a second payment in
12 months time, via the same
procedure.

When making your online
payment, it will only be accepted
from a card from the TRNC.

Otherwise, payment will be
rejected.

Temporary Residence

There are a number of people who
still have the old residency permit
which can be valid until August
2021. The question is, do they
need to apply for Temporary
Residence before their current
permit expires? The answer is,
you do not need to apply for a
renewal permit until one month
before the current one expires.

Temporary Residence

I bring to your attention, if you are
currently residing here for more
than 90 days in a six-month
period, it is Law that you must
apply for Temporary Residence
and comply with all the
regulations appertaining to making
a successful application.

I recommend that if you have not
applied as yet you should apply in
the next few weeks, because your
appointment at the Immigration
Department at your main town
Police station is moving further
out due to the number of
applications.

If you leave it to the end of
October and have not successfully
obtained your residence permit, as
each and every day passes by you
will be fined 100TL per day
(currently) until you conform.

Please don’t moan about the
offices were closed due to the
COVID-19 virus, because you will
be told that you have had over 12
months to apply, it won’t wash!!

UK Passports

It is Law here, as in many other

countries, that you must have at
least six-months left on your
passport and that if you are
intending to remain here you must
apply for a renewal.

When applying for your Temporary
Residence, if you have less than six
months remaining before it expires,
you will only get a Temporary
Residence permit for six-months.
Act Now before it is too late.

Due to COVID-19, there is a large
backlog in the UK for renewal
applications and it is taking longer
to process. Remember any unused
time remaining on your passport
will not be added onto your new
passport!!

TRNC Health Insurance

The payment system for Temporary
Health Insurance with Koop Bank
has changed. The new system
requires you to pay for your Health
Insurance online after signing up
and applying for your appointment
to attend at the main Police
Immigration Department.

You will need to pay using a TRNC
credit card. No other card or
method of payment will be

accepted. During the payment
procedure, you must be with the
person who owns the credit card,
because the system will ask you to
enter a verification code that will
be sent via SMS to the phone
number linked to the credit card.

If you are under 60 years of age, it
is mandatory to have a blood test.
Your online application will
inform you of the clinic name,
address and contact number at
which you must attend.

Your payment is made directly to
the clinic and after 48 hours they
will process the results directly to
the Ministry of Interior for their
processing.

This system is becoming easier as
each and every week passes,
although there is still some way to
go before perfection is achieved.

If you have paid for the Health
Insurance directly to the Koop
bank, this payment will not be
accepted by the Ministry. If you
have paid for the insurance go to
the bank where the payment was
made and ask them for a refund.
The refund will take about four
weeks to process.

continued on next page ....
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continued .... Trevor's Tips - August 2020
Rental Agreements

New Rental Agreements will only
be accepted by the Tax Office if it
is written in both English and
Turkish.

All taxes paid must be made at the
Tax Office and formally stamped
by them, providing the Rental
Agreement has been logged and
the tax is paid.

When applying for Temporary
Residence the Immigration
Department will accept the
agreement if all of the above has
been carried out.

Change of Vehicle Ownership

This can only be done in the
mornings at the Tax Office. They
will not process it on Thursday
afternoons.

Concrete barrier and box culvert
construction together with patching
work on the part of the Lefkoşa to
Girne Highway between the
Gönyeli Roundabout and the
Boğazköy intersection begins on
Monday, 10th August 2020.

Within the framework of these
works, 17,500 meters of concrete
barrier and box culvert of 3m x

1.5m in the central reservation of
the road will be installed, plus
maintenance, repair and drainage
works will be carried out on the
damaged parts of the road.

Drivers who will use the road are
strongly requested to pay attention
and drive slowly to preserve life
and property safety, and to obey
the traffic signs and markers.

Source (Turkish) : Ministry of Public Works and Transportation

Lefkosa to Girne Highway roadworks to begin
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Two children having to share a bicycle
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By Ahmet Abdulaziz....

I noticed them a couple of days
back, in the evening, in front of
my apartment building. They are
two young sisters. The older one is
perhaps ten or eleven, whereas the
other one is perhaps one or two
years younger than her. They seem
to have moved to this locality
recently. In fact, what made me
notice them, is that they have one
small bicycle. The two sisters
come out to have a ride on their
bicycle.

There seems nothing astonishing
in this. It seems that they have
learned riding the bicycle recently,
and come out in the evening to
practice. But interestingly the
older girl mostly continues riding
the bike, whereas the younger
sister keeps on following her half
running, and asking her to give her
a chance. However, the older one
usually allows her younger sister
just once or twice and that is for a
very small period of time.
Obviously the older sister takes
advantage of her age, and the
younger sister suffers.

All this took me back to the early
1960s when I too had passed
through almost the same situation.
My brother, who was two years
older than me, had by then learned
riding the bicycle, whereas I had
not. I was perhaps 9 or 10 years
old. We did not have a bicycle of

our own. There were two shops at
a distance where they used to rent
out bicycles. The charges were
half a rupee for an hour. Once a
week my mother had been sending
me along with my older brother to
learn.

There was a big piece of open area
near that shop. Other boys of the
locality also used to practice
cycling there. In the evening,
however, the same lot had been
used as a playground for children
of the area. Cricket and hockey
were the popular games that were
played there.

Returning back to my story. On
the first day, when I went with my
older brother, he took one medium
sized bicycle, so that my feet
would touch the ground and I
would not fall off. First of all, he
took the bicycle and told me to
observe how he would ride. He
peddled the bicycle and went

away. I started running after him.
He did not stop and kept on going
round in big circles. Soon I got
exhausted and stopped, He came
back to me after some time, and
asked me to try. He held the
bicycle while I climbed on. He
controlled the handles, whereas I
tried to peddle it. Of course, that
was not so easy. He tried to walk
while holding the handles. I could
not manage to balance, and I fell
off over him. We all three fell
down (the third one was the
bicycle).

He tried to teach me that way a
couple of times, but unfortunately,
I was not a good student. So he
went for the most appropriate
option. He told me to continue
observing him, as he peddled
away on the bicycle, enjoying the
ride himself, here and there on that
waste ground – I kept on asking
him to give me another chance,
but he did not.

In those days we did not have any
wristwatches, so frequently he had
been going to the shop to ask
about how much time was left.

So on that first occasion, I had not
even tried for five minutes, while
my brother made the best use of
the bicycle for the remaining 55
minutes.

The story repeated for a few more
weeks. He kept on riding, leaving
me behind to follow him running.
However, over the passage of
time, he started giving me more
time, as I progressed. Ultimately, I
found myself confident enough to
ask him to let me have the bicycle
for a longer period of time.

After some time, when I had
learned, our mother started
allowing us to rent two bicycles at
a time, but of course, she had
shortened the period. So we were
paying quarter rupee for each
bicycle for half an hour.

Indeed that was one wonderful
period of my life. Those days pass
before my eyes as I see those two
small sisters riding the bicycle in
front of our apartment building
daily.

Photo by Tatiana Syrikova on
Pexels.com
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Fundraising Walk for Tulips
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
from 8th August to 25th August 2020

7th to 13th August 2020

8th August – Saturday - Vicky’s Kitchen,
Ozankoy will be having a quiz event starting at
4pm. Food available. To book call 0533 832
7090.

8th August – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee &
Music House, Alsancak present Hilmi Ozakin
Band at 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. Call 0548 839
8994.

9th August – Sunday - 33@Tims, Ozankoy will
be presenting The Abnormals Beatles Tribute
from 7pm. To book call 0548 844 9256.

11th August – Tuesday - Vicky’s Kitchen,
Ozankoy will be having a bingo session starting
at 4pm. Food available. To book call 0533 832
7090.

12th August – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee
& Music House, Alsancak present The Hot Club
of Cyprus at 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL. Call 0548
839 8994.

12th August – Wednesday - Mushy’s Cafe,
Alsancak – Stan’s one off Music Quiz in aid of
Tulips, at 6pm. To book a table call 0533 853
9936.

13th August – Thursday - Susie’s weekly quiz
at The Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. Quiz menu
available. Booking essential, call 0548 847 1221.

14th August – Friday - Jessics Bar, Karsiyaka.
Bingo at 3.30pm. 50TL Full menu available. 5
games plus Jackpot. To book call 0533 855 8589
or 0542 855 8589.

14th August - Friday - Tulips and The Black
Olive Cafe, Alsancak will be holding a Summer
of Sing-alongs – this event will be Grease. For
more information contact Vicki on 0533 835
5133.

14th August – Friday - Mushy’s Bar, Alsancak
will be holding a quiz night in aid of Tulips.
6pm. 10TL entrance 50% to Tulips & 50% to the
winning team. Bottle of wine to 2nd place. Food
menu available for half time. All raffle proceeds
donated to Tulips. To book call Tara 0533 853
9936 or Mushy 0533 871 0941.

14th August – Friday - The Soulist Coffee &
Music House, Alsancak present Cyprus Groovers
at 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. Call 0548 839 8994.

15th August – Saturday - Vicky’s Kitchen,
Ozankoy will be having a quiz event starting at
4pm. Food available. To book call 0533 832
7090.

15th August – Saturday - RBL will be
celebrating the 75th anniversary of VJ Day at the
Kaya Palazzo Hotel, starting at 6.30pm with
drinks reception. Buffet, Prize Auction, Live
Music. £25 includes drinks with buffet, but not
live music event. To reserve tickets call Jill on
0548 827 3910, tickets available at RBL stall
Lambousa Market.

15th August – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee &
Music House, Alsancak present Alper Cengiz &
Friends at 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. Call 0548
839 8994.

17th August – Monday - Balti House, Esentepe
will be holding a CurryOke Night & Indian BBQ
at 7.30pm. 65TL with 10% off final bill. To
book call 0548 847 1221.

18th August – Tuesday - Rafters Restaurant,
Ozankoy will be holding a bingo event in aid of
RBL Kyrenia Branch starting at 5pm. For
information call Jill on 0548 827 3910.

Send your events information to the following email address - kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com

18th August – Tuesday - Vicky’s Kitchen,
Ozankoy will be having a bingo session starting
at 4pm. Food available. To book call 0533 832
7090.

19th August – Wednesday - Black Olive Cafe,
Alsancak will be hosting the NCCCT bingo,
11.30 for food and bar, bingo at 12.30pm. For
more information call Vicki on 0533 835 5133.

20th August – Thursday - Susie’s weekly quiz
at The Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. Quiz
menu available. Booking essential, call 0548
847 1221.

21st August – Friday - Jessics Bar, Karsiyaka.
Bingo at 3.30pm. 50TL Full menu available. 5
games plus Jackpot. To book call 0533 855
8589 or 0542 855 8589.

21st August – Friday - Mushy’s Bar, Alsancak
will be holding a quiz night in aid of Tulips.
6pm. 10TL entrance 50% to Tulips & 50% to
the winning team. Bottle of wine to 2nd place.
Food menu available for half time. All raffle
proceeds donated to Tulips. To book call Tara
0533 853 9936 or Mushy 0533 871 0941.

21st August – Friday - The Soulist Coffee &
Music House, Alsancak present Fireballs at
9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. Call 0548 839 8994.

22nd August – Saturday - Vicky’s Kitchen,
Ozankoy will be having a quiz event starting at
4pm. Food available. To book call 0533 832
7090.

22nd August – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee
& Music House, Alsancak present Alper Cengiz
& Friends at 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. Call
0548 839 8994.

25th August – Tuesday - Vicky’s Kitchen,
Ozankoy will be having a bingo session starting
at 4pm. Food available. To book call 0533 832
7090.
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The Leisure Line
Be in the Spotlight!

Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:

kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com

Photos : CyprusScene and Kate Davies

Great entertainment and fun at the
Happy Garden, Ozankoy

James and Lenie - The Chosen

Chrissy Five o'clock Shadows Andy Reay



The Leisure Line
Eyes down, look in at Bingo in
Happy Garden, Ozankoy

Photos : CyprusScene

Bingo with Patti and David Miller

Time to start dancing
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Kyrenia Weather (from 8th Aug 2020)
8-day Forecast

POLICE
Emergencies 155
General 228 3411
Girne 815 2125
Lefkosa 228 3311
Gazi Mağusa 366 5310
Guzelyurt 714 2140
Lapta 821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies 199
Forest Fire 177
Girne 815 2111
Lefkosa 227 1259
Gazi Mağusa 366 5389
Guzelyurt 714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies 112

Page 31

HOSPITAL
Girne 8152266/815 2254
Lefkoşa 228 5441;
Gazi Mağusa 3662876/3665328
Güzelyurt 714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults 188
Lefkoşa 225 3436
Girne 815 2223
Gazi Mağusa 366 5514
Güzelyurt 714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa 228 3315
Girne 815 2118
Gazi Mağusa 366 4483
Güzelyurt 714 3516

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548

landline numbers are prefixed 0392

Happy memories of times before COVID-19 restricted our lives

By Chris Elliott..

We live our lives from day to day
and depending on the pressures
we live under, we may have time
to reflect on memories of the past.

It's good for Facebook users who
can relive some of the memories
they have posted or shared on their
Facebook page.

This year has been so difficult for
everybody with the arrival of
COVID-19 which has resulted in so
many restrictions on our lives.

Travel and social gathering is
almost a thing of the past and it
seems with the easing of
restrictions in Northern Cyprus it
seems people are not coming out of
their Coronavirus shells to resume
their active social lives for
whatever reason.

So thank you Facebook for
reminding us of more active times.
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TRNC Football results and tables at 30th July 2020
By Richard Beale..

Here is the current roundup of match results including those played in the past week.

Articles are welcome
For readers with sports or hobbies, don't forget we would
welcome your contributions about what your interests are

and we will be please to publish them on our
CyprusScene website and and also here in our free weekly

online Enewspaper

Email : kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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Football match dates for 8/9 August

Enter Text Here. By Richard Beale......

The only League still trying to
finish off the season 2019-20 is the
BTM League 2, this is League 3
and the lowest level of TRNC
football.

Don't let that put you off there are
some good teams and players
playing at this level, which is
mainly villages and City district
teams.
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Saturday July 4, 2020: K-Pet
League 1 : Esentepe Erdal Barut
Stadium.

Esentepe Coach Kiliç Ali
Kahraman won't agree with me as
he always wants more from his
team, but the performance that his
side put in against Yalova was to
me "perfect, I could find no fault
with it."

Saturday's crucial match was
deservedly and clinically won by
Esentepe who controlled the match
from start to finish. Make no
mistake about it Yalova, who are in
4th place, are a very good team,
having the right mix of powerful
and skilful players but they were
made to look ordinary by a hungry
Esentepe team that did not allow
them to settle. Esentepe harried,
chased, closed down their
opponents in what was one of their
best performances of this long
strange season. Three vital points
means Esentepe in 8th place have
moved further away from being
dragged into a relegation playoff
spot, indeed they have given
themselves an outside chance of
challenging for a promotion play
off place.

Esentepe Goalkeeper Onur was
only brought into action on two
occasions such was Esentepe's
dominance. In the 12 minutes
following a Sergülen free kick he
did well to block a close range
effort from a Yalova player. It was
not until deep into injury time that
a long Yasın free kick caused him
some anxiety before he finally

pushed the ball over the bar.

Yalova giant of a keeper Kıvanç
who must be over 2 meters tall was
kept busy for most of the match
noticeably pulling off a fine diving
save from a shot from Şükrü in the
21st minute.

On a very warm July evening, a
large crowd enjoyed Esentepe's
play particularly in the first half
when some of their moves were
breathtaking, intricate passing,
players running into space.

Esentepe took the lead in the 20th
minute following a fine move,
Emre Mutlu as he did all afternoon
broke up a Yalova attack and found
Şükrü on the left, leaving
defenders in his wake the youngster
went on into the area before finding
another even younger player
HÜSEYIN DEYNEKLi who
slotted the ball past Kıvanç with all
the aplomb of an experienced
striker to register 2 goals in 2
games for him. Note the ages of
Şükrü 17 and Hüseyin only 16,
Esentepe have some outstanding
and exciting youngsters on their
books. 1-0

Another fine Esentepe move in the
30th minute saw Mahmut surge
upfield playing a 1-2 with Hüseyin
and putting in a fierce shot that just
cleared the Yalova crossbar.

HALF TIME SCORE 1-0

The opening 10 minutes of the
second half was quiet, with Yalova
trying desperately to get on level
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A happy Esentepe team celebrate their goals!

terms, their playmaker Gökan Titiz
was trying his best but was always
being hounded by Esentepe's
Yakup and Emre in midfield.

Esentepe secured the match in the
60th minute, a Yalova free kick
was cleared and Esentepe broke
quickly on the right led by Hüseyin
Deynekli and finally Yakup
squaring the ball across to Eray
bearing down on goal who had his
legs whipped away from him by
Sergülen. ERAY picked himself up
and scored with a "stop go" penalty
committing goalkeeper Kıvanç to
go one way while slotting the ball
home the other way. 2.0.

In the final 30 minutes, Esentepe
controlled the match any chances
created by the opposition were
quickly dealt with by the Esentepe
central defenders Şahın and
Nersin.

ŞAHIN who is not tall for a central
defender was outstanding, he won
every cross in the air, was my
"Man of the Match". He was
closely followed by Nersin who

had a great game as did Emre
Mutlu who had his best
performance in an Esentepe shirt,
operating as a defensive midfield
player.

Upfront forwards Eray and
Hüseyin ran and ran harrying the
Yalova defence.

The whole team supporting these
players it was an outstanding team
performance a "perfect storm".

Finally a word for the referee Mr
SERHAN SIMŞEK who had an
excellent match, you hardly
noticed that he was on the field
and of course well supported by
his linesmen.

FULL TIME SCORE 2-0
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Playing in Paradise, is an all round TRNC book

By Richard Beale.....

If you're looking for a cracking
read this summer set in the
TRNC then I highly recommend
this 266 page thriller that will
cater for everyone's needs.

PLAYING IN PARADISE by N.
K. Chavush.

This fictional novel is a history
guide, a tourist guide, a local
football guide, it has romance and
an underlying thriller plot - so it
covers everything!

The plot takes you around local
football Stadiums, the Colony
Hotel, The Dome Hotel, The Fez,
George's in Girne High Street, the
Mavi Köşk and many other
familiar places that we all know.

The story evolves around
footballer Andrew Ashford who
suffers a severe injury while
playing for Luton Town in the UK.
His "dodgy" agent Lewis
persuades Andrew that a loan
move to Northern Cyprus where
the beaches, sun, etc will help his
recuperation. He signs for Girne

Enter Text Here.

based football club Doğan Türk
Birliği, who he helps win the
Super League title. He falls in love
with the Football Clubs President's
daughter Aysha, hence where the
romance comes in. There is a
mysterious Russian football agent
who wants to buy Andrew's
playing contract and own him
hence underlying intrigue and
suspense.

Don't be put off it's not totally
about football as I said before it

caters for everything, it's not a
Lawrence Durrell 'Bitter Lemons'
classic but it holds its own in its
own right and of course is set in
the TRNC.

Published in July 2020, paperback
can be obtained from Amazon and
digital copy for your Kindle.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR.

N.K. Chavush was born in
Lambeth, London. He went to
school in Somerset, then later to
University in Canterbury, where
he graduated with a B.Sc (hons)
degree in radiography. He
currently resides in Cyprus with
his wife, son, and daughter.

His first published piece of work
is the first book of the Anto
trilogy, Curse of the Hidden City. .
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Pınarbaşı"bashes" Bahçeli

By Richard Beale ..

Tuesday August 4: BTM League
2, Group 5: Girne Pia Bella
Stadium.

Pınarbaşı started this match in a
very disgruntled mood, Bahçeli
took full advantage taking a 2-0
early lead, as the game
progressed it was Bahçeli's turn
to become disgruntled as
Pınarbaşı stormed back to win
the game.

With Esentepe's football season
finally finishing for a few weeks, I
took advantage to see our
neighbouring village team Bahçeli
in action. Many of Esentepe
footballers had the same idea and
with quite a large following
Bahçeli were well supported.
Pınarbaşı also brought with them a
fair few themselves.

Pınarbaşı pre-match warm up was
disrupted as a scuffle broke out
among their own players !- ! which
was finally calmed by the
intervention of the Police.

This must have affected Pınarbaşı
and accounted for their sluggish
start as Bahçeli took an early lead
in the 3rd minute, when Necat
fouled Cemre just outside the box.
SONER SOYTÜRK direct free
kick beat the wall and goalkeeper
İsmet on his left hand post. 1-0.

Pınarbaşı were rocked the
dangerous Soner hitting the outside
of İsmet post following a left wing
break.

18 minutes Halil should have made

2-0 spurning a glorious chance at
the far post following an Onurhan
cross.

27 minutes HALİL didn't have
long to make amends shooting into
an open goal from the edge of the
box, following a lightning break on
the left by Soner who drew
goalkeeper İsmet out before
passing to Halil. 2-0.

This left to more pushing and
shoving on the Pınarbaşı
replacement bench, their own
supporters also joining in on the
boundary fence..

Pınarbaşı made sporadic attempts
of trying to get back into the match,
Osman Yolaç having a shot
deflected into the side netting by
the Bahçeli keeper Burak, then the
same player missed a golden
opportunity by heading wide of an
open goal.

The lifeline that Pınarbaşı were
looking for came just before the
break when Necat and Tahacan
exchanged passes down the right
before Tahacan centered for ERDİ
KONYALIOĞLU to slot home.

HALF TIME SCORE: 2-1

Whatever was said in the Pınarbaşı
dressing room had the desired
effect as we saw a different looking
visitors take the field.

They almost equalised when from
an Oğuzhan corner on the left
found Necat on the far post his
close range effort striking
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Match action Pınarbaşı in the green and white.

Result : BAHÇELİSK 2 PINARBASHI CSK 4

goalkeeper Burak full in the face,
the ball then going out for a corner
with Burak needing lengthy
treatment.

Pınarbaşı did equalise in the 47th
minute when a wicked free kick by
Hakan on the left was met by
OĞUZHAN DURMAZ who bent
low to head in. 2-2

Pınarbaşı now had control of the
midfield with their Captain Firat
and Hakan prompting attacks with
Bahçeli being pushed back on the
defensive.

Bahçeli could not get hold of the
ball relying on long balls upfield
that were easily dealt with by the
Pınarbaşı defenders.

70 minutes an Oğuzhan free kick
on the right was headed by Adnan
Kiraz which struck Cemre's hand
and referee Hüseyin awarded a
penalty. ADNAN KİRAZ sent
Burak the wrong way to give
Pınarbaşı the lead for the first time
in the match. 2-3

The comeback was complete in the
80th minute when ADNAN
KİRAZ was put in the clear to
score, it was now Bahçeli's turn to
look very disgruntled and dejected.

FULL TIME SCORE : 2-4.

SUMMING UP :

A Jekyll and Hyde performance by
Pınarbaşı who, when Mr Hyde
turned up, Bahçeli had no answer
to.

Firat, Oğuzhan, Tahacan all had
impressive games for the visitors
but I thought their best player was
young NECAT ÇELİK who had
plenty of energy and showed some
fine skills on the right.

For Bahçeli who have slipped to
the bottom of the Group after 2
matches Yusuf and Asıl Arif had
sound matches, SONER
SOYTÜRK was their best player
especially earlier on, scoring and
assisting in both goals and looked
dangerous.
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